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Abstract 
 Assessing the natural (pre-industrial) variability of the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) provides 
important empirical constraints on ice-sheet behavior that can improve numerical ice-sheet models – the 
same models used to predict future sea-level rise. Moreover, these ice-sheet models routinely depict the 
western margin of the GrIS as displaying enhanced sensitivity to climate change compared to other ice-
sheet sectors. Thus, in light of projected 21st century Arctic warming, elucidating the behavior of the 
western GrIS is directly relevant for predicting the ice sheet’s contribution to 21st century sea-level rise. 
Here, using a novel approach, I propose to investigate the behavior of the western GrIS during the 
warmer-than-present middle Holocene (~8,000 to 4,000 yrs ago) at a location where numerical ice-sheet 
models show the greatest amount of ice-margin retreat. I hypothesize that current generation ice-sheet 
models are over estimating the distance of ice-margin retreat (i.e. mass loss) in response to middle 
Holocene warmth. 
 
Proposed Research  
Scientific Background 
 Human civilizations developed during the Holocene epoch (the past ~11,700 years), which is 
considered climatically stable and warm relative to the last ice age. However, a better understanding of 
the Holocene’s small-amplitude climate shifts and associated changes in key earth-system components 
(e.g. ice sheets) allows an opportunity to assess natural variations of these influential systems on 
timescales directly relevant to society and can also help predict the effects of future earth-system change. 
Of particular interest are records of cryospheric change during times that were as warm, or warmer than 
present. The most recent interval of the Earth’s history that was warmer than present is the early to middle 
Holocene, when temperatures were up to +2°C warmer than present in the Arctic and similar to those 
projected for the end of the 21st century (Kaufman et al., 2004; ACIA, 2005; Young et al., 2011). 
Accordingly, records of cryospheric change during the middle Holocene offer clear insights into 
predicting future cryospheric change under the backdrop of a rapidly warmer world. 
 Current estimates of GrIS contribution to sea-level rise range between ~5-15 cm total by AD 
2100 (Long, 2009) but our limited understanding of rapid changes in ice flow (i.e. dynamic processes) has 
led to a great deal of uncertainty surrounding estimates of potential GrIS contribution to 21st century sea-
level rise. For example, empirical models that include a significant dynamic component (e.g. ice-berg 
calving) suggest the GrIS could contribute up to ~50 cm by AD 2100 (Pfeffer et al., 2008). In addition, 
the rate and magnitude at which the GrIS responds to warming is poorly constrained and serves as another 
large source of uncertainty in sea-level rise predictions. Combined, these uncertainties highlight the 
difficulty in extrapolating ice-sheet change into the future. Geological records of GrIS change, in 
particular during past warm periods, can be used to help quantify the sensitivity of the GrIS to climate 
variability, thereby improving sea-level forecasts. 

Reconstructing the evolution of the GrIS during the middle Holocene is exceptionally 
challenging. Following early Holocene deglaciation of West Greenland’s current ice-free fringe (~11,000-
7,000 yrs ago), the GrIS continued to retreat inland and achieve a smaller-than-present configuration; late 
Holocene re-growth of the GrIS has since overrun any geomorphic evidence on the landscape delimiting 
the middle Holocene extent of the GrIS (e.g. moraines). In lieu of direct field evidence for the magnitude 
of inland retreat, ice-sheet models are used to estimate the middle Holocene dimensions of the GrIS in 
time and space (Fig. 1; e.g. Tarasov and Peltier, 2003; Simpson et al., 2009). Models of GrIS evolution 
consistently depict the greatest amount of change occurring along the climatically sensitive southwestern 
sector, and all models reconstruct a general pattern of early Holocene deglaciation, a middle Holocene 
minimum and late Holocene expansion. These models, however, differ in the timing and magnitude of 
change depicted through the Holocene; model outputs showing retreat of the southwestern GrIS during 




